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2016 /  TRINITY 193' 0"

General Description:

BUILDER: TRINITY

MODEL: 2016

YEAR BUILT: 2016

YEAR REFIT: 

L.O.A (ft/m): 193' 0" (58.83m)

BEAM (ft/m): 33' 6" (10.21m)

MAIN ENGINES: Caterpillar

CRUISE SPEED: 16 knots

MAX. SPEED: 20 knots

FLAG: Cayman Island

LOCATION: United States

CABINS: 7

GUESTS: 14 ASKING PRICE: Price On Application

Yacht's particulars in this report are believed to be correct at time of print but accuracy of contents is not guaranteed, nor can they be used for contractual
purposes. The yacht is offered subject to still being available for sale. Price may be changed or vessel may be withdrawn without prior notice



Main Characteristics:

Builder: TRINITY
Model: 2016
Designer: Trinity Yachts

Classification:

AMS

American Bureau of Shipping

LY3

MCA Compliant: Yes
Engines/Type: Caterpillar / CAT3516C
Engine Hours Rec. on: 860
Fuel Capacity: 22,700 g (85,929 l)
Water Capacity: 3,600 g (13,627 l)
Range (Cruising)nm: 4,256 Miles
L.O.A: 58.83m / 193' 0"
Beam: 10.21m / 33' 6"
Draft: 2.54m / 8' 4"
Hull Material: Aluminum
Fuel Type: Diesel

Accommodation:

Guest: 7 Cabins / 14 Guests

Crew: For 14 With Facilities
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Walk Through IMAGINE...

Walking up to the yacht you immediately notice she stands out from her peers in the Marina.  Boasting sleek angular lines and

gorgeous rich wood accents she immediately impresses.  Her exterior combines a classic tri‐deck layout with upscale modern

features such as enormous panoramic windows and a seamless glass enclosure around the forward sundeck.  Imagine is a semi‐

displacement aluminum hull, which gives her the ability to cruise in full displacement mode for efficiency on long voyages or in

planning mode for a faster, smoother, over‐all nicer ride when you are late to your party!

Stepping onto the large teak aft deck you already have a sense that there is nowhere else on Earth you’d rather be in that

moment. This is a relaxing area to catch up with friends and take in the fresh air.  There is a raised teak seating area that

includes two L shaped couches, one smaller sized sofa, and a coffee table.  The seating arrangement is both social and

comfortable.  This furniture is not fixed to the deck and can be moved or rearranged as needed.  The aft deck is air‐conditioned

and because you step up to the seating area the air conditioning vents do a fabulous job of keeping you comfortable even on the

hottest days!  There is down lighting and sconce lighting on the aft deck that creates a lovely intimate ambiance in the evening. 

There is also JL audio, zoned lighting, and an Apple TV.  On the portside of the aft deck there is a staircase that leads up to the

sky lounge and an additional el fresco dining area. 

Forward of the aft deck you pass through magnificent convex automatic glass doors which lead you into the most breathtaking

main saloon.  Upon stepping inside your eyes are almost immediately drawn downward to note the absolutely striking stone floor

and bar.  Photos cannot do the stone and millwork on this yacht justice! Sunlight beams through the vast panoramic windows

playing on the enticing Iridescence quality of the stone.  On the portside there is a bar complete with four contemporary and

comfortable round cushioned barstools. There is a large backlit mirror behind the bar.  The Bar includes a wash basin, a large

counter space, fridge, icemaker, and more than ample storage for liquor, mixers, beverages, and appliances.   There are two

flush glassware cabinets either side of the bar.  Across from the bar are two cream‐colored leather chairs and an accent table. 

Although the stone and wood used throughout the vessel are both dark grayish tones, the space does not feel dark or cave‐like. 

Wisely installing a light cream‐colored suede headliner and medium tone plush beige carpet the interior designer really achieves

an open and contemporary feel to the room.   There are two cream‐colored modern curved couches facing one another in the

saloon with a round coffee table in the middle.  This area would allow for a large group to sit comfortably and converse with one

another inside.  Forward of the main salon is the formal dining table.   There is a large wood counter between the main salon and

the dining room that provides a vast amount of storage as well as a TV that seamlessly ascends from the counter for viewing in

the main saloon.  When the TV is down you can see straight through to the aft deck from the dining table, making the space feel

very spacious and open. 

Above the formal dining table hangs a dramatic rectangular chandelier that instantly captures your attention with its soft golden

glow and dazzling sparkling crystals.  Beneath this fantastic chandelier is an equally impressive exotic wood table with large

upholstered armchairs for twelve.  Due to the richness of the millwork and stone throughout the vessel, the table boasts an

understated modern rectangular gemstone centerpiece in lieu of flowers.  There is, however, gorgeous long‐stemmed flowers in

every giant window that provides a vibrant burst of color in the otherwise muted room.   The interior designer, Sylvie Charest,

has created a very upscale, sleek, and contemporary ambiance while maintaining a comfortable and welcoming atmosphere. 

There is not a lot of need for décor because of the exquisite materials used throughout.  The furniture compliments the millwork

in a modern and understated way.
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Forward of the formal dining room is a hallway with a lavish stone day head on the starboard side, and a wide lit staircase on the

portside that leads below deck to the guest staterooms. If you continue forward in the hallway it leads you into the master suite. 

The owners cabin is a very large full beam suite.   There is a beautiful desk and office area on the starboard side with a lovely

view directly out to the vast blue water.  In the corner is a couch with two end tables and sconce lighting on each side.  There is

also gorgeous oversized contemporary chair with a round ottoman for kicking back and putting your feet up at the end of an

eventful day.  The king size bed is on the port side of the room with built in reading lights as well as up lighting around the berth

and a view directly out the portside window.  There are flush electric blinds as well as curtains to darken the room and a large flat

screen TV mounted across from the bed and above a dresser.  The linens are all white and are luxurious yet subdued. There is a

hall which leads to the master bath, with walk‐in his and hers wardrobes on the port and starboard side.  On the port side you

enter her bathroom, which will instantly remind you of a fabulous roman bath.  The floor, walls, and counters are all finished with

the most magnificent honeycomb white and gray stone.  There is a large stand‐alone white tub with built in showerhead

attachment.  Forward of the tub there is a sink with cabinets as well as a terrific large well lit make up counter and seat.  There

is a head with a door and a bidet.  Between his and her bathrooms is a enormous all stone glass enclosed shared shower with a

bench.  You can see through the shower to the other side.  On the starboard side is his bathroom. This bathroom is also all stone

and has a linen closet, a head with a door and a bidet, and a large mirror with plenty of counter space.

If you descend the lit stairs on the portside rather than continuing forward to the owners suite you will arrive in a beautiful stone

hallway, which leads to the guest cabins.  There are two mirroring cabins in the forward ship each gorgeously decorated with fine

but simple linens, king size berths, plush carpets, and stunning full sized ensuite bathrooms. Between the forward cabins and the

mirroring midship cabins there are (2) drawer refrigerators.  The midship cabins are similar in size to the forward cabins, also

boast king size berths, and each have an ensuite bathroom.  At the end of the hall there is a cabin on the starboard side that is

currently used as a massage therapy room.  In this room there are two Pullman bunks ideal for children, a moveable massage

table, a heated towel rack, and a bathroom which adjoins to the VIP cabin which is located on the port side across the hall.  This

arrangement is ideal for a couple traveling with children, providing privacy as well as a comforting feeling of safety due to the

adjoining head and close proximity of the cabins.  If you include the massage room with the Pullman berths, this would provide

seven cabins to this massive yacht.

If you ascend the lit stairs on the portside aft deck to the sky lounge deck you will be thrilled to find a large teak deck complete

with large sun loungers, an L shaped settee and coffee table, an electric retractable awning which shades the rear of the deck,

and a fabulous high gloss rectangular dining table with comfortable upholstered arm chairs for twelve guests.  This area is heated

and has dimmable down lighting over the table as well as in key zoned areas.  There are also sconce lights that provide a very

intimate and romantic feel to the dining area.  In the corner there is a flush TV as well as JL audio throughout.  The richness of

color in the wood table really stands out nicely against the muted grey color tone of the sofas and chairs.  On the portside of the

deck there is a lit staircase to the top sundeck.

When you walk through the impressive automatic glass doors to the sky lounge you are once more immediately blown away by the

perhaps even more exotic looking stone entrance and bar. This stone is breathtaking and almost has a woodgrain affect to it. 

The color scheme contrasting neutral light and dark materials remains the same throughout the yacht providing a great continuity

and a sense of flow.  There are five upholstered crème‐colored bar stools at this bar and plenty of wall sconces and down lights to

fill the space with light, in addition to the ample natural light the windows provide. This bar has a large counter, a sink, plenty of

electrical outlets built into the bar, two wine coolers, an icemaker, and refrigerated drawers.  In this room there is a game table

on the starboard side with seating for four players as well as a small office area with a beautiful view out to the water through
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the window.  There is a TV flush mounted into a grand looking high‐gloss wood entertainment center with backlighting and large

storage spaces either side.  The furniture consists of four cream‐colored small loveseats arranged around a large rectangular

stone coffee table with down‐lighting over the table.  While you are in awe of the beauty of this space you can also imagine a

family playing cards at the game table with their children or friends enjoying after dinner drinks at the bar while watching the

evening news. The space feels open, informal, and relaxed.

Continuing forward through the vessel you enter a beautiful hall with an impressive stone day head on the starboard side, the

wide lit staircase which includes a floor to ceiling dimmable backlit stone artistic accent on the portside, and a gorgeous backlit

stone ceiling with dimmer.  Walking forward you find the Captain’s quarters that are very nice and a serving station with drawer

fridge, sink, and storage cabinets on the portside.  There is also a staircase that leads below to the crew mess as well as to a

discrete entrance to the guest cabins below.  Through the hall and forward of the Captain’s quarters and crew serving station is

the pilothouse.  This is a large area complete with two workstations and a charting table between, two raised benches facing

forward proving a clear view of the seascape through the convex panoramic windows, and three plush leather captains chairs.  It

should be noted that the pilothouse is done to the exact same caliber of workmanship as the rest of vessel with regard to the

millwork, stone, and exotic finishes. It truly feels like a fantastic ocean liner in this space.

There is a door on the starboard side that leads to the wrap around teak decks.  Forward of the pilot house is a nice seating area

with a stone table for those wishing to feel the wind in their hair and have a captains view of the bow.  There is a Portuguese

bridge that leads to the bow where there is a retractable pneumatic mast and storage for two Pico sailboats and a rescue boat. 

There is a davit for the rescue boat and sailboats and a very large Bosun Locker beneath the mast for storage of lines, fenders,

life jackets, safety equipment etc.  Everything on this Trinity has been upgraded to superior levels and have been maintained to

the highest standards.  For example, the fire suppression system does not spray water through the sprinklers but rather fogs the

vessel with an extinguishing smoke.  All the doors throughout are heavy fireproof doors.

On the top deck there is a fabulous sundeck complete with a large eight‐person Jacuzzi wrapped with stone and surrounded by a

cushioned sunbathing area.  If you are not a sun lover there is a large umbrella that can be opened over the hot tub to shade this

area.  Located on the portside of the vessel next to the Jacuzzi is a Davit.  The fourth emergency generator is also located on the

sundeck, but is discreetly hidden away in a large storage hatch.  There are four high‐end and extremely comfortable sun loungers

forward of the Jacuzzi for sun bathing.  Continuing forward is a covered two‐sided bar perfect for preparing drinks or setting out

appetizers and a day head on the starboard side.  There is a glass door forward of the bar which blocks wind created by the

forward motion of the vessel.  There are built‐in bar stools as well as a two‐sided television that ascends from the bar.  This area

is complete with Apple TV and JL audio making it perfect for relaxing, listening to music, and taking in the fresh air.  Forward of

the bar is a Minuty Table for six as well as built‐in couches with a chaise and a fixed oval coffee table.  This area is enclosed with

seamless glass and also has two large umbrellas that can be used to shade the sun when needed.  

In addition to plenty of fun in the sun available up top, there is a swim platform and tender garage with even more fun to be had

in the water. As you step onto the teak swim platform you may think that it is a bit small for a yacht this size? Alas you will be

pleasantly surprised to find that the tender garage folds outward to provide an additional sunbathing area.  There are two

comfortable chaise lounge chairs as well as inside storage for a 23’ inboard diesel powered rigid inflatable tender for ten

passengers and two paddle boards.  There is also a Tender crane in the garage for the purpose of launching the tender. Located

in the tender garage are the engineer’s office, work and tool bench, and two crew cabins‐ one with bunk beds and a head and the

other with a queen size berth and a head.  Through the tender garage to the portside you enter into the engine room through the

engineers office.  The engine room is monitored by two remote actuated closed‐circuit television cameras mounted centerline
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forward and aft in the overhead. There are two optical smoke detectors and bilge high water alarm float switches. There are also

two ladders, one on the portside and one on the starboard side, that lead to the main deck in the case of an emergency.  The

engine room is immaculate and well organized.  It is air conditioned and insulated behind painted aluminum solid paneled

sheathing.  The deck plates are powder coated aluminum knocked panels machine screwed on painted welded aluminum

framework with rubber isolation strips.  The Engine room fixed fire suppression is provided by the Ultra Fog dry pipe high

pressure low volume sprinkler system. The engine room bilges are further fire protected by the Ultra Fog system with AFFF foam

Deluge system with dedicated nozzles mounted under the deck plates. The AFFF bottle is located in the fire pump room starboard

side forward at the base of the garage fiddley.

There are three large generators located in the engine room, two Northern Lights 130‐kW and one 99‐kW, as well as two 3516C

Caterpillar engines, Dometic air conditioner, and various other systems and pumps.  The sea chest is located beneath the floor

which has multiple opening hatches so that the yachts various machinery can be accessed more easily.  The chief engineer was

heavily involved with Trinity shipyard during the build and due to extensive previous experience on other Trinity yachts was able

to make several changes to the original design to result in a more engineer friendly engine room.  Having the engine room laid

out properly, extremely well maintained, and with multiple access points to the machinery is an important consideration as it will

save the owner a lot of time and money in the yard.  When exiting the tender garage up to the aft deck you will pass through a

small area with a stackable washer and dryer for washing beach towels as well as a small fridge for beverages and a microwave.

Call to arrange an inspection of this top notch world class vessel today! She is worth the trip!!  
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Aft Deck

The teak overlay aft deck is accessed via port and starboard teak overlay steps up from the swim platform protected by

stainless steel gates and provided with stainless steel handrails and deck level lighting. To starboard recessed behind the

transom steps is the passerelle. Forward is the curved glass and stainless steel sliding automatic door to the main salon.

Port and starboard in the bulwarks are hinged boarding gates with freeing ports below. Deck level lights are fitted. Port

and starboard forward are hinged doors with glass inserts leading to the side decks. To port are teak overlay steps to the

upper aft deck. Outboard port and starboard are fully boxed bulwarks topped by a varnished teak capping rail and fitted

with deck level lighting. Forward above the cap rails are tinted glass panels bridging to the overhead. The deck is partially

overhung by the upper aft deck. The overhead features painted removable panels with recessed lighting, seven recessed

overhead lights, and a CCTV camera in a dome. Four louvered vents provide air conditioning to the center area. A raised

feature in the overhead center has a return air space for the AC fan coils mounted above the overhead panels. Also in the

recess is LED strip lighting. Aft is a raised bench running between the transom steps. Two‐hinged lift up hatches provides

access for storage and access to the AC makeup air fan coil serving the two engineer’s cabins. Off the base of the

flagstaff above are recessed spotlights facing aft. Port and starboard on a raised teak overlay platforms are mooring

stations with two stainless steel cleats fitted with stopper loops. Two stainless steel fairleads are aft and outboard at each

station. A Maxwell 8000 reversible capstan with two footswitches is fitted at each station.

Four louvered vents are located in the bulwarks as follows:

Port forward: control room bilge

Port aft: port engineer cabin bilge vent

Starboard forward: passerelle trunk vent and dryer vent

Starboard aft: starboard engineer cabin bilge vent

Forward of each mooring station on deck are quick acting dogged and gasket teak overlay escape hatches from the

engineer’s cabin.

The central area of the aft deck is a raised platform with teak overlay. The forward section of the platform is protected by

polished stainless steel low handrails. Three sets of steps give access to the platform. Port and starboard are life rings in

recesses by the side deck doors fitted with strobe lights.

The fresh air inlets for the engineer’s cabin are a fan coil. The unit will draw fresh air from the front of the aft bench. 

To starboard forward is a hatch with Plexiglas covering for the Ultra Fog and ventilation controls as follows:

Section 1 (engine room)

Section 2 (garage)

Fuel pump shutdown

Engine room blower shutdown 

 

 

Main Salon/Dining
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The main and dining salon is one large area all the way aft on the main deck. The main and dining salon is divided fore and

aft with the dining salon forward and the main salon aft. There are fixed windows port and starboard with electric blinds.

All the way aft is a polished stainless steel framed glass double sliding electric door out to the main aft deck.

The dining salon has a large finished wood table with glass inset panel and seating for 12. Above the table is a custom

stainless steel chandelier. Port, starboard, and aft are built‐in serving buffets with large storage drawers and cabinets.

Forward port and starboard outside of a niche is a large storage cabinet with glass panel face. Entertainment is provided

to the dining area via two pairs of overhead speakers off of the salon stereo system. Port side forward is entry into the

port side crew entry foyer via an electric sliding pocket service door.

The salon has built‐in cabinets port and starboard with air handler units located in the fore and aft cabinets with storage

units between. The salon has the following loose furniture:

1. (2) Curved couches

2. (2) Finished wood and glass top cocktail table

3. (2) Side tables

4. (2) Side chairs

Forward to centerline is an entertainment center console which divides the salon from the dining area as well as a pair of

full height storage cabinets. Entertainment is provided to the salon via a Samsung 55” LED TV with an RTI all‐in‐one

remote interfaced into the DirecTV satellite TV system, the Apple TV, and a Samsung Blu‐ray DVD player. The components

are located in the cabinet port side in the dining area. 

The following is in this cabinet:

DirecTV HD satellite receiver

Samsung Blu‐ray DVD player

Denon model #AVR‐X4100W AV surround sound receiver

Knoll amplifier

APC G5 power filter 

Aft to port is a bar with granite countertop and bar top with glass bowl type sink. At the bar are four loose barstools.

Outboard are a pair of crystal and glass storage cabinets. In the bar are storage drawers and liquor storage cabinets with a

Sub Zero under counter refrigerator and a Hoshizaki model #AM‐50BAE bin type ice machine. Opposite the bar starboard

side is a sitting area. The bar area aft of the salon has granite tile floors. 

 

 

Master Stateroom

Starting all the way forward on the main deck is the master stateroom. The master stateroom is entered via a door at the

forward end of the starboard side guest entry foyer. Inside the door is a small study. Along the hull side starboard side is a desk
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with loose chair. In the hull side is a fixed window with electric shade and blind. Inboard is a stone top cabinet with storage

drawers and a Sub Zero dual drawer model #ID‐27R refrigerator.

The master stateroom is full beam. In the hull sides are large fixed windows with electric blinds and shades. The master

stateroom has a king size berth in a fore and aft arrangement off of the after bulkhead. At the berth are twin nightstands with

reading lamps. Starboard side is a sitting area with a lounge, a large chaise chair with ottoman, and side table. Opposite the

master stateroom berth is a built‐in cabinet and chest of drawers with the entertainment system. Entertainment is provided to

the master cabin via a Samsun 55” LED TV with an RTI all‐in‐one remote interfaced into the DirecTV satellite system, Apple TV,

and the Samsung Blu‐ray DVD player. In the overhead are a set of speakers.

Forward centerline is entry into the split master head. In the passageway leading to the split head port and starboard is entry into

matching walk‐in closets. Each closet has hanging rods, storage lockers, drawers, and storage shelves. In the hull side of each

walk‐in closet is an opaque fixed window.

There are two entry doors into the master stateroom head at the forward end of the entry passageway into the area. The forward

wall between the entrances is mirrored. Both sides are finished in white marble with white marble soles, wall panels, countertops,

and enclosed shower. The port side head has a marble countertop vanity with large sink, mirrored wall panels, a lit makeup and

dressing table with loose stool, large tub, medicine cabinet, and enclosed toilet room with toilet and bidet. The starboard side

head has a marble countertop vanity with large sink, mirrored wall panels, an enclosed toilet room with toilet and bidet, and a

closet behind a mirrored door. Inside the closet is an emergency escape into the forepeak. Between the port and starboard heads

is a white marble encased shower with frameless glass doors with dual shower heads and steamer. 

Accommodations

Port and Starboard Forward Guest Cabins

The port and starboard forward guest cabins are identical. Each cabin has a king size berth in a fore and aft

arrangement in an athwartships arrangement off of the hull side. At each berth is a nightstand with reading lamp.

In the hull are twin fixed oval port lights. Inboard is a built‐in set of chest of drawers and a dressing table with

stool. Aft and inboard is a large hanging locker. Entertainment is provided to each cabin via a Samsung 47” LED TV

with an RTI all‐in‐one remote interfaced into the DirecTV satellite TV system and the Apple TV system. Aft in each

cabin is entry into an enclosed head. Each head has a granite countertop vanity with dual under mount ceramic

sinks, mirrored wall, storage cabinet, toilet, and frameless granite enclosed shower with bench seat. In the

overhead of the port forward guest cabin head is an emergency escape up to the port main side deck.         

Port and Starboard Mid Guest Cabins

The forward and mid cabins mirror each other on the port and starboard sides. Each has a king size berth in an

athwartships arrangement off of the hull side. At each berth are twin nightstands and reading lamps. In the hull side

is an oval port light. Inboard is a built‐in set of chest of drawers and a dressing table with loose stool. All the way

aft is a hanging locker. Entertainment is provided to the port and starboard guest staterooms via a Samsung 47”

LED TV with an RTI all‐ in‐one remote interfaced into the DirecTV satellite TV system and the Apple TV system.

Forward is an enclosed head. Each enclosed head has a white granite countertop vanity with under mount ceramic
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sink, mirrored wall, toilet, and frameless glass enclosed white granite encased shower. In the overhead of the port

mid guest cabin head is an emergency escape hatch with removable panel to the port side main deck. 

Port Aft Guest Cabin (VIP)

The port aft guest cabin has a king size berth in an athwartships arrangement off the hull side. In the hull side are

twin oval port lights behind glass panel shoji screens. At the berth are twin nightstands with reading lamps. Inboard

is a built‐in set of chest of drawer. Entertainment is provided to the cabins via a Samsung 47” LED TV with an RTI

all‐in‐one remote interfaced into the DirecTV satellite TV system and the Apple TV system. Forward and inboard is a

hanging locker. Inboard and aft is entry into the enclosed head. The enclosed head has a white granite countertop

vanity with under mount ceramic sink a granite countertop dressing table with stool, mirrored wall, toilet, and

frameless glass white granite encased shower. Starboard side in the head is a second door which leads to the

massage room.

MASSAGE ROOM

The massage room is an open space with carpeted flooring. In the hull side are twin oval fixed port lights behind

glass paneled shoji screens. Forward centerline is a set of chest of drawers with glass top. Inboard is entry into the

port aft guest cabin head and a towel warming rack. Forward and inboard is a hanging locker. All the way forward

are a pair of drop down Pullman berths ideal for children.
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Skylounge

The sky lounge is located all the way aft on the 01 deck. The sky lounge is entered from the passageway at the deck foyer

starboard side. The sky lounge is full width and has fixed windows port and starboard with a dual polished stainless steel

glass electric sliding door aft out to the deck aft deck. All the way forward and to port is a sitting area with two L‐shaped

couches and a large finished wood cocktail table. All the way forward are a pair of storage cabinets. The port side storage

cabinet houses the AV equipment. Between the cabinets is the television. Entertainment is provided via a Samsung 65”

LED TV with an RTI all‐in‐one remote interfaced into the DirecTV satellite TV system, a Samsung Blu‐ray DVD player, Sirius

satellite radio, and Apple TV.

The following rack components are noted in the port side AV locker in the sky lounge:

APC G5 rack power filter

DirecTV HD satellite receiver

Sirius satellite radio receiver

Acesonic model #KOD‐3000 dual hard drive Blu‐ray disc karaoke machine 

Samsung Blu‐ray disc player

Denon model #AVR‐X4100W integrated AV receiver

Starboard side is a finished table and desk with computer screen and phone. Along the house sides port and starboard are

storage cabinets below the windows. All the way port side aft is a bar area with a large L‐shaped bar with marble bar top

and granite countertops. At the bar are six loose barstools.  The following are located in the bar:

Stainless steel sink and faucet,

Sub Zero model #ID‐27 dual drawer refrigerator

Hoshizaki bin type ice machine

(2) Sub Zero wine coolers

Starboard side opposite the bar is a gaming table with four loose chairs. 

Sundeck

The teak overlay sun deck is accessed via teak overlay steps up from the upper deck to port. The deck is approximately

divided into three sections. The forward section is divided from the center section by a full beam 6‐ section glass manual

sliding door. All the way forward is the painted nonskid housetop. On the housetop is a Carlisle & Finch remote operated

spotlight serial #97256. Aft on the housetop is a 6‐trumpet Kahlenberg air horn model #KDT‐123, serial #208808‐5. The sun

deck is protected forward by waist high boxed bulwarks topped with clear Plexiglas windscreen and stainless steel

stanchions. In the bulwark forward are doors port and starboard for a full beam lighted storage locker. The locker is

protected by a smoke detector. All the vertical surfaces in the locker are insulated. Moving aft on centerline is a stone oval

table on fixed stainless steel pedestals. Aft of the table are bench seats with storage below.

To port against the bulwark is a low buffet with cabinet doors below leading to a locker containing the following
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equipment:

GMDSS battery bank – with Odyssey model #PC‐2250, 122 cold cranking amps

Emergency lighting battery bank – with Odyssey model #PC‐2250, 122 cold

cranking amps

Pilothouse electronics battery bank – (2) Odyssey model #PC‐1800FT, 1,300 cold

cranking amps each

DC fuse panel

GFCI outlet

Smoke detector

The batteries are secured in well made fitted trays. The locker is ventilated by a single passive louvered vent high and aft.

A similar locker to starboard opens to a storage void. Aft of both lockers are additional hatches in the bulwark for access

to open storage. Additional items noted in the forward section include stainless steel deck level lighting and (6) marinized

speakers flush in the bulwarks.

The center section of the sun deck is protected overhead by the arch. Outboard to port are two sets of hinged doubled

doors leading to the emergency generator room. To starboard forward is a hinged door to an air conditioned and lighted

storage room. Also there are the life raft launching control panel and the control panel for the Nautical Structures davit

emergency power pack. A removable panel provides access to the power pack for service. A removable panel in the

overhead provides access to the Ultra Fog system purge valve for the sun deck.

Additional equipment in the locker includes the following:

Emergency lighting

Smoke detector

110‐volt GFCI outlet

Moving aft to starboard is a fully marbled day head. The day head is air conditioned and fitted with recessed overhead

lighting and an extractor fan. A marble deck is drained around the perimeter and two removable sections lead to the

drains. The head features a fabricated marble sink, shower, and a single toilet. All accessories and fittings are chrome.

Forward to starboard is a low cabinet for storage and further access to the starboard forward sky lounge fan coil. An ABC

dry chemical extinguisher is bracket mounted there. A similar locker to port contains similar fan coil access and manual

valve for the emergency generator room Ultra Fog nozzle. On centerline are two stone top bars with cabinets below.

Below the forward cabinet is the following equipment:

Viking bin type icemaker

Coyote drinks refrigerator

Drawer storage

(2) Flat screen TVs on a lift in watertight enclosures

GFCI outlet

Manual lift switch

The aft bar features an under mount stainless steel sink and storage cabinets below. Four fixed stools on stainless steel

pedestals are mounted aft.

The aft section of the sun deck is protected outboard by low boxed bulwarks with stainless steel handrails. To starboard

forward is a stone top bench with storage below. To port are the steps up from the upper deck protected by a low bulwark
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and stainless steel handrail. Deck level lighting is provided on the steps. Above the steps is the radiator fan discharge grill

for the emergency generator. To starboard is a fire hose station with hose, vari nozzle, and spanner wrench, and remote

fire pump start and stop switches. To port aft is the davit mounted low against the bulwark. Aft on centerline is the hot

tub. The hot tub is accessed by teak overlay steps and a stainless steel handrail in front of the raised platform where the

tub is mounted. It is wrapped with stone. To starboard of the tub is a sun pad area and storage below. An 8‐person

manually deployed canistered life raft is stored there.

Various hatches around the perimeter provide access to the following hot tub equipment:  

Coates heater model #32006CE, serial #P15F001, 6‐kW, 17‐amp, three‐phase, 208‐volt 

Hot tub distribution panel

Jacuzzi Products Company spa control system part #6500‐310, 240‐ volt, single phase

Sundance tub and pumps set, Aspen model, 240‐volt, single phase

Clear Ray water purification system

The tub is a Sundance brand Aspen model fiberglass with (4) seats, LED lighting, and jets. A Fantech 100‐CFM inline

blower model #34744‐0000 ventilates the Jacuzzi. Immediately forward of the Jacuzzi on removable chocks is the rescue

tender. Forward of the rescue tender in an athwartships arrangement is one of two Laser Pico sailboats on removable

chocks. The other Laser Pico sailboat is mounted fore and aft in removable chocks between the davit and the port end of

the hot tub. 

Entertainment System

Apple TV + Mac Mini / Sirius radio / Karaoke / Direct TV US and LAT / DVD

Pilothouse & Navigation Systems

Radar: (2) Furuno 120 mile radars: X Band and S Band

Gyrocompass: C‐Plath NAVIGAT

Magnetic Compass: One (1) Anschutz

Auto Pilot: C‐Plath NAVIPILOT 4000 Autopilot

Depth Sounder: Furuno FE700 Color Sounder and B&G

Electronic Charts Two (2) Nobeltec Trident

Systems Monitor Six (6) Hattland HD 26” series

GPS: Two (2) Furuno GP‐170D

Wind/Speed Log: B&G Hydra 5000

Navtex: Furuno NX700

Searchlights Two (2) ACR RCL‐600D and One (1) 15” Carlisle and Finch

Security CCTV / DVR / I/P Based 9 Pelco cameras

Rudder Indicator Navipilot 4000 Control and Display
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Remote Engine Controls Rexoth Marex OS II

"IMAGINE..." is primarily a single station yacht with the majority of her electronics, communication, and navigation equipment

being located in the wheelhouse. This equipment is divided between the helm console, nav desk, and GMDSS station. There are

additional controls and navigation equipment at the port and starboard wing stations. 

HELM CONSOLE

(6) 27” Hatteland glass panel displays labeled #1 through #6 from left to right. They are as follows:

#1 panel – Furuno 120‐mile S‐Band radar #2 panel – CCTV camera system #3 panel – Voyager VMAC ship’s monitoring

system #4 panel – Nobeltec Trident chart plotter program with (2) Pacs (1 backup)

#5 panel – Furuno color depth finder  

Furuno 120‐mile X‐Band radar

(2) Sailor model #6222 VHF radios with DSC and remote handsets

Furuno model #BR‐510 BNWAS watch stander alarm system

B & G multifunction speed, depth, and wind display

Gyro unit

Call rudder angle indicator

Order rudder angle indicator

NFU tiller

Follow‐up wheel

EMI steering station selector panel 

Sperry Marine Navipilot 4000 autopilot with:

Gyro unit

Call rudder angle indicator

Order rudder angle indicator

NFU tiller

Follow‐up wheel

EMI steering station selector panel 

Quantum bow thruster lever control 

Hepworth Marine windshield wiper control panel

Kahlenberg whistle control panel

(2) ACR spotlight controls

Carlisle & Finch searchlight control

Main engine start/stops 

Cabinets under Helm Dash

(2) Caterpillar MPD electronic engine displays
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(4) Northern Lights Series 3 generator set control panels

EMI steering pump control panel

Quantum Controls model #ARC3001MK2 zero speed stabilizer control

Fire pump and bilge pump start/stops

Kwant Controls port and starboard main engine order telegraphs

Pilothouse emergency shutdown switch

(2) Trident PCs for the Nobeltec chart plotters

Exacq PC

Eaton power supply 

1. NAV DESK 

Furuno model #FE‐700 color echo sounder

Furuno model #DS‐80 doppler speed log

B & G multifunction display

(2) Furuno model #GP‐170 GPS navigators

(2) Ship’s computers each with Samsung 22” LCD computer display (1 for the captain; one for the first officer/chief

stewardess)

HP OfficeJet Pro 870 printer/copier/scanner/fax machine 

1. GMDSS STATION 

Furuno type FS‐2575C single side band radio with distress and remote handset

Furuno model #NX‐700 Navtex receiver

Furuno model #FA150 Universal AIS

Furuno Felcrom 18 Inmarsat C mobile earth station with printer and keyboard

Furuno type IB‐595NBD terminal unit with printer and keyboard

Thrane and Trane Fleet 77 satellite handset 

1. PORT AND STARBOARD WING STATIONS 

B & G multifunction speed/depth/wind display

Rudder angle indicator

(2) Caterpillar digital engine tachs

ACR searchlight control

Quantum bow thruster control

EMI follow up tiller

Aventics electronic engine control

Station selector panel 

 

Communication System
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SATcom: KVH FB‐250 Fleet Broadband

Telephone System: Panasonic KX‐TDE I/P

SSB: Furuno FS 1575 + NBDP IB585

VHF: Two (2) SAILOR 6222 / Two (2) ICOM M506

SAT‐C: Furuno Felcom 18 + LRIT

BNWA: Furuno BR500

Fax FB‐250 Fleet Broadband

Weatherfax Furuno NX700 Navtex

TV Samsungs

Horn Kahlenberg 6 Trumpets Spun Brass Chrome Plated

Satphone VOIP –NSSL / Globesurfer shipboard world cell phone / Inmarsat

AIS Furuno FA150

Mast

The painted nonskid arch and painted aluminum antenna mast are accessed by a removable ladder to starboard forward on the

sun deck. The ladder was not seen on board, so access was made with a portable ladder. 

Equipment on the arch includes the following:

(6) Survitec SAS life rafts – 12‐person SOLAS PA pack on hydrostatic releases stored on port and starboard hydraulic

launching platforms recessed in the deck

(10) Deck mounted whip antennas

(2) Deck mounted whip antennas on extensions

Stainless steel emergency generator dry exhaust stack

(2) ACR RCL‐600 remote operated spotlights

Furuno radar array – RSB‐098, serial #R138‐9029

(2) Sea Vison up lights

(2) Sea Vision spotlights for the life rafts

(2) Stainless steel grab rails inboard of the life rafts

The welded aluminum mast is accessed using painted welded steps. On the mast is the following equipment:

(3) Satellite dome antennas

Anchor light 

Steaming light

Not under command lights

Anemometer

Various small navigation antennas
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Owner/meal light

(2) Halyards

CCTV camera in dome

Mini M dome antenna

Furuno radar array model #RSB‐096, serial #R186‐4743

(2) Sea Vision down lights

Black water tank vent 

 

Deck Equipment

Anchor Windlass: Maxwell SY 26 vertical hydraulic windlass

Aft Warping Capstans: Maxwell, VC‐8000 hydraulic capstan with tall drum

Anchors: Two (2) 454 Kg (1,000lb) Balanced Pool Type Davis HP

Anchor Chain: 630Ft ¾” galv. ABS Grade 2 chain

Boat Crane and Davits: One (1) MCA SOLAS approved 2,500Lb 22Ft telescoping boom Nautical Structure

on Flybridge

One (1) 1700Lb Nautical Structure on Foredeck

One (1) 5,500Lb Nautical Structure in the Garage

Passerelle: One (1) Hydraulic 22Ft Passerelle Nautical Structure

Swimming Platform: One (1) Nautical structure Sea Stairs

 

Galley & Laundry Equipment

Main Galley Equipment  

Cooking Equipment: Gaggeneau: Double Oven, 3 Induction Cooktop , Indoor Grill

Refrigeration/Freezer: One (1) Cospolish walk in Fridge/Freezer and Two (2) SubZero Fridge 700TCI‐3

Dishwasher: Two (2) Miele G7859

Additional Galley Equipment

Other: 3 Wine fridges, 8 Subzero fridges and 4 Ice makers through the boat

The galley is located on the main deck forward of the main dining salon primarily to port. The galley has entries from the port

entry foyer aft and from the crew passageway and entry foyer forward, both outboard. The galley has manufactured stone
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countertops with finished wood and upper and lower cabinets. The galley is divided fore and aft with a prep station located

forward with L‐shaped countertop with under mount dual stainless steel sink with garbage disposal unit. The galley has a center

island section with large deep dual sink with garbage disposal unit. Inboard and aft is the cooktop with custom stainless steel

range hood with fire suppression system and both intake and exhaust fans. Forward and inboard is entry into a walk‐in pantry.

Outside of the pantry entry is a Cospolich model #WICF custom made walk‐in freezer refrigerator.

The following appliances are in the galley:

(3) Gaggenau dual burner glass top induction tops with fiddles

Gaggenau electric grill

(2) Gaggenau commercial ovens

Gaggenau stainless steel microwave

(2) Miele Professional model #G7859 dishwashers

Sub Zero model #ID‐27R dual drawer refrigerator

Sub Zero full height wine cooler

Hoshizaki model #AM‐50BAE bin type ice machine

(2) Sub Zero model #700 TCI‐LH refrigerators with dual freezer drawers

Outboard port side in the galley behind panel doors are the main deck panels #1 and #2 120/208‐volt AC distribution panels.

Entertainment is provided to the galley via a Samsung 24” LED TV interfaced into the DirecTV satellite TV system and the Apple

TV system with a pair of overhead speakers. 

 

Laundry Equipment

Main Laundry Equipment F o u r  ( 4 )  C o m m e r c i a l  M i e l e  W a s h e r s  a n d  D r y e r s

PW6065/PT7136PLUS

Crew Galley/ Mess Equipment

Cooking Equipment: One (1) Microwave oven Panasonic NE‐3280

Refrigeration/Freezer: One (1) Liebherr Fridge 2950

Other: One (1) Miele Dishwasher G7859
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Machinery

MAIN ENGINES 

Engine Type: Two (2) Caterpillar 3516C HD Rated at 3384 HP at 1800Rpm – Tier III

Engine Hours: 860Hrs

Gearboxes for Main

Engines:

Two (2) Reintjes, 3.081 Gears

Drive: 6” diameter 34Ft long, Aquatech 22HS

SPEED CONSUMPTION PER HOURS/RANGE/RPM 

 Speed Consump/hr Range RPM

Maximum: 20 276 Gallons / Hr 1645 Nm 1750

Cruising: 16 150 Gallons / Hr 2421 Nm 1350

Economical: 12 64 Gallons / Hr 4256 Nm 1000

(2) Caterpillar model #3516C 16‐cylinder freshwater cooled turbo charged marine

diesel engines each rated for 3,386‐hp/2,525‐kW at 1800 RPM

(2) Reintjes model #WAF843 marine reversing gears with a 3.08:1 final drive ratio

(3) Northern Lights 130‐kW marine diesel electric generators‐ (1) 130‐KW is located on the sundeck and serves as

an emergency back up generator 

Northern Lights 99‐kW marine diesel electric generator

Cruisair/Dometic model #STSV900(001)SEH, serial #43797799, 900,000 Btu, three‐stage air conditioning system with three

tube and shell raw water condensers and 75‐kW with electric heat. The system refrigerant is R410A with PVE oil. It

features (2) selectable chillwater circulating pumps and (2) selectable raw water cooling pumps. The system is driven off of

two selectable digital VFD soft starts. There is a touchscreen user interface panel, makeup water connection with hydra

cell, back flow preventer, and pressure regulator. The system includes loop supply and return pressure gauges along with

raw water pump suction and discharge gauges.

Stainless sink hot and cold potable water sink with drain directly overboard

Voyager ship’s monitoring and control system with touchscreen user interface panel

Fuel polishing and transfer station consisting of the following:

   (2) Leeson Oberdorfer 3‐hp AC electric primary and backup fuel transfer pumps

   Leeson Oberdorfer 24‐volt DC emergency generator fuel transfer pump

   Alfa Laval model #MAB104B‐14/24, serial #4231864/2014, product #881241‐08‐14 fuel  
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          polishing centrifuge

   Fuel polisher automatic/manual remote actuated transfer and recirculation valve

   Fuel polisher GPI LCD transfer meter

   Tuthill/FPP Meters main fuel transfer and fill meter

   Port and starboard fuel fill isolation valves

   Alfa Laval service valve taking suction from the emergency generator tank

   Blackmer model #414 manual fuel stripping pump with gooseneck spigot

   Alfa Laval control and alarm panel 

 (2) FCI Neptune reverse osmosis desalinization plants model #NWM552635 each rated for 5,500 for 

             gallons per day. The systems include freshwater flush, sample ports, and dedicated UV sterilizers. 

             

Air Conditioning

Type: Individual Marine Air (Dometic) Fan coil units / 75 Tons of AC / Shell Tube

Other Machinery

Watermakers: Two (2) 5,000 GPD, FCI

Trim Tabs/Stabilizers: Quantum Mod QC 1900 two fins 4.0m2 “Zero Speed”

Bow Thruster: 200 Hp Hydraulic, 28” tunnel with 26” counter rotating wheels

Steering System: EMI 2 pumps

Fuel Separator & Filtration: Alpha Laval MAB 104

Sewage System: Headhunter equipment and arrangements compliant with MARPOL Annex IV and

ISPP

Fresh Water System: Two (2) Aqua box HP Headhunter

Bilge Water Filtration: B.O.S.S 2TY/107 with discharge oil content monitor

Air Two (2) Jenny Products 3Hp

Bathrooms Headhunter Superbowl and Neo Classic

Generators & Electricity

Output: 480 VAC 3 Phases 60 Hz

Generators: Two (2) Northern Lights 130 Kw, One (1) Northern Lights 99 Kw Tier II, One (1) Northern

Lights Emergency 130 Kw

Generator Hours: Starboard: 1503Hrs / Port: 1493Hrs / Center: 1404Hrs / Emergency: 183Hrs

Generator Fuel Consumption: 7 Gallons per hour
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Shore Power: 480V 200Amp 3 Phases

Shore Converter: ASEA 200 KVA

 

Batteries

Main Engine Starting: One (1) 24VDC Battery Bank comprising two batteries per engine

Generator Starting: One (1) 24VDC Battery Bank comprising two batteries per generator

Emergency: Two (2) 24VDC Battery Bank comprising two batteries for the Ship’s equipment

and GMDSS

Tenders & Toys

Tenders: Chase 23 and SOLAS Novurania Rescue tender

Dive Gear: None

Other: Two (2) Pico sail boats, Banana boat, snorkel equipment, Freestyle pool 5Mx5M

MAIN TENDER

"Imagine..." is outfitted with a Novurania Chase 23, 23’ inboard diesel powered rigid inflatable boat with 10‐person capacity,

stowed on a cradle in the tender garage and launched by the garage crane. The HIN# on the transom reads “US‐PKD27163A515”.

Features include:

Bimini top with stainless steel frame

Bow dodger

Boat cover

Swim platform handrails

Removable boarding handrail

Rod holders

Teak deck

Integral fuel and water tanks

Custom lifting points

T owing eye

T owing bridle

Oil change system

(3) 12V Batteries

LED underwater lights

Bow thruster

Anchor windlass with flush stowed anchor

Garmin 5212C GPS/sounder interfaced with the engines
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VHF radio

Stainless steel cleats

Navigation lights 

RESCUE BOAT

The rescue boat is stored on removable welded aluminum chocks athwartships on the sundeck or foredeck. It is a white

Neumaticos de Viga hard bottom inflatable tender model NEUVISA RR‐40 4.2‐meter. The hull identi fication number is “ES‐

NVS107RRI313”, year 2013, 6‐person, 665‐kg max combined weight. It is powered by a Yamaha 25‐hp, 4‐stroke outboard

model #F25DMH, serial #6BPKL1026094 with aluminum three‐bladed prop protected by a plastic surround by Prop Guard.

Tiller steering and throttle is fitted to the motor. 

The rescue boat features the following equipment:

Grab rails

Reflective tape

Nonskid boarding pads

5‐gallon portable fuel can

Single spotlight battery

Deck storage boxes

Folding bench seat

Safety gear kit

ABC fire extinguisher

Boat hook 

SAILBOATS

“IMAGINE...” carries (2) Laser Pico rotomolded sailboats, hull identification numbers US‐OQTP3948D515 and US‐OQTP3955D515.

Each has a three‐person capacity, 175‐ kg max load. They are stored on removable painted aluminum chocks with rollers on

sundeck or foredeck.

DAVIT

The davit is a Nautical Structures EZ2500‐LDEX SOLAS hydraulic deck crane with 2,500‐lb. capacity. The boom features single

telescope and hydraulic knuckle with hydraulic slewing, luffing, and hoist on a linear hydraulic winch system. Manual controls are

fitted and accessed via a hinged hatch in the davit base. A stainless steel hoist cable is fitted attached to a stainless steel

counterweight and a Schat Harding model #RPH15 release hook. Control is by tethered remote. Hydraulic power is provided by the

central hydraulics and a dedicated emergency power pack which is powered by the emergency generator. The emergency power

pack is a Nautical Structures powered by a Leeson 208‐volt, 60‐hz electric motor fed by the emergency switchboard, in the

forward storage locker on the sun deck below the arch. A small dedicated hydraulic tank is provided. Control for the emergency

pack is at a dedicated panel in the same compartment. 

FOREDECK DAVIT

On the foredeck by the stem is the foredeck davit. It is a Nautical Structures Euro 1700, 1,700‐lb. capacity non telescoping

hydraulic deck crane with hydraulic lift, hoist, and slew. It features a hydraulic linear winch system with stainless steel cable,
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counterweight, and safety hook. It is powered by the central hydraulics. Maximum reach is approximately 123” of 0° elevation. A

set of isolation valves and a hydraulic filter are located in the forepeak forward. The foredeck crane is not intended to be used

for the rescue boat and, as such, is not provided with a backup power pack. A light is fitted under the boom. The davit is

controlled by a wired pendant control. 

GARAGE CRANE

“IMAGINE...“ is fitted with a hydraulic Nautical Structures overhead gantry type crane in the tender garage for the purpose of

launching the main tender. It is a Nautical Structures model #SL5500‐DEXTR with 5,500‐lb. capacity. The crane is powered by the

central hydraulics. It features a single extension deployed by (4) double link stainless steel chains powered by hydraulic rotary

actuators. A sliding car with sheaves for the hoist is driven in and out by another stainless steel chain driven by hydraulic rotary

actuator. A Spectra cable on hydraulic linear winch raises and lowers a stainless steel counterweight and rated hook. The crane is

controlled by wired or wireless remote or by manual control in the garage in a cabinet above the workbench. 
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Safety & Fire Protection

Security Equipment: 

CCTV System: 9 Pelco camera / DVR Exacq Vision

 Fire Fighting Equipment: 

Fire Control System: High fog system

Fire Extinguishers: 42 Fire extinguishers

Alarms: Voyager Vessel Monitoring System

 

Safety Equipment 

Life Rafts: Six (6) 12 pers Zodiac One (1) 6 pers Zodiac

Life Rings: 8 Life Rings

EPIRBS: Two (2)

Flares: 12 Parachutes, 3 Red Handheld, 1 Orange Smoke

Medical Equipment: MCA certified National marine equipment, Defibrillator, O2 Kit

All of the equipment below has been inspected and is in good working order:

   Fire detection system

   Good communication equipment

   GMDSS equipment

   Ship’s bell

   Good navigation electronics

   General alarm system

   Navigation lights

   Not under command lights

   Magnetic compass

   Portable gyrocompass with pelorus

   (5) Heat detectors

   (41) Smoke detectors

   (12) Fire system call points

   Main bilge/fire pump

   Fire pump with local and remote controls

   (7) Fire hose stations with fire pump remote control switches

   (36) Portable fire extinguishers – ABC dry chemical
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   (2) Foam applicator

   Ultra‐Fog system

   Galley hood fire suppression system – wet chemical

   (2) Fire blankets

   (2) Fireman’s outfits with SCBA

   (4) SCBA bottles

   (2) Fire axes

   AFFF fire extinguishing cylinder connected to the Ultra Fog system for the engine

room bilge

   (7) Escape hatches

   (6)12‐person canistered life rafts

   8‐person canistered life raft

   Emergency lighting

   (8) Life rings (2 with smoke; 2 with strobe; 2 with heaving line; 2 standard)

   (32) Adult lifejackets with whistles and lights

   (4) Child lifejackets with whistles and lights

   Ditch bag

   Emergency VHF

   (28) Immersion suits (2 child)

   (2) SARTs

   Rescue boat

   Rescue boat davit with release hook and backup hydraulics\

   Embarkation lights

   (6) EEBD 

   (12) Parachute flares

   Remote blower shutoff interior

   Remote blower shutoff engine room

   Remote fire damper control

   Remote for the Ultra Fog system

   (17) Bilge alarms

   Remote fuel pump shutoff

   (12) A Class hinged fire doors

   (6) A Class sliding fire doors

   (2) Sliding watertight doors

   (3) A Class self closing fire doors

   Emergency generator

   International shore connection

   (3) Carbon monoxide detectors
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   Emergency switchboard

   (3) Remote spotlights

   Automatic fog horn control

   Engine for the telegraph

   Emergency steering

   (4) Line throwing devices

   Medical kit

   Aldis lamp and battery 

Warranty Information

Trinity general warranty until August 1st, 2018

Trinity sea chest warranty until August 1st, 2022

Dometic AC warranty parts only until August 1st, 2018

Caterpillar main engines Platinum parts and Labor until August 1st, 2021 or 2,500 hrs.

Disclaimer

Owner’s personal effects and art work.  A full inventory of exclusions to be provided at time of fully executed Purchase

Agreement.
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